Logitech Crayon is a digital pencil designed specifically for use with the 6th-generation iPad® and its large Multi-Touch Retina display. Using the same technology found in Apple Pencil®, Logitech Crayon delivers sub-pixel precision, lightning fast responsiveness, and dynamic tilt to bring new dimensions to learning. Now students can express their creativity and complete assignments in exciting new ways. Optimized for popular writing and drawing apps, Logitech Crayon gives students the power to handwrite notes, diagram science experiments, whiteboard ideas for group projects, and more.

Logitech Crayon is as natural to use as pen and paper. A pixel-precise smart tip, combined with palm rejection technology, empowers students to new levels of creativity without rules or restrictions. And just like a regular pencil, Logitech Crayon is always ready to write — no device pairing required.

Designed with modern classrooms in mind, the easy-to-grip flat shape of Logitech Crayon prevents rolling. A long-lasting battery provides 8 hours of writing time per charge, so students can write and draw from homeroom to last period. If a student does need a mid-day boost, a fast charge provides 30 minutes of battery in under 2 minutes.
Logitech Crayon

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Unleash the power of educational apps
Logitech Crayon works with a wide variety of educational apps that support Apple Pencil input.

Total precision. Zero delays.
Logitech Crayon has sub-pixel precision and lighting-fast responsiveness for virtually no lag, so it feels as natural as writing or drawing with a traditional pencil.

Palm rejection technology
iPad has palm rejection technology that ignores any touch that doesn't come from Logitech Crayon, so students can stop worrying about their hands and just focus on the task at hand.

Dynamic line weights
Smart tip dynamically adjusts line weight and shadowing according to the angle you place it down — just like a regular pencil.

Instant ready
Ready to use with a click of a button, does not require pairing with iPad.

Flat shape that stays put
A flat shape prevents Logitech Crayon from rolling off desks or getting lost.

Kid-friendly design
All small, removable parts of Logitech Crayon are secured to pencil shaft to help prevent prying or loss. Spares are available if extra parts are needed.

Batteries that last until last period
Logitech Crayon has almost 8 hours of writing time between charges — enough for a full school day. Additionally, a fast charging option provides 30 minutes of battery in under 2 minutes.

Easy charging
Charges with the standard lightning cable that comes with iPhone® or iPad.

The perfect fit
Logitech Crayon is designed to fit snugly into a holder on the Rugged Combo 2 case for iPad. That way iPad, keyboard and Logitech Crayon are always secured together.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PN: 914-000031

COMPATIBILITY

iPad 6th generation (2018 release)

HOW TO BUY

All sales and samples are handled through the Apple Education channel. Contact your Apple Education rep for additional details.

Don’t know your rep?
Call 1(800) 800 APPLE or find more info at www.apple.com/education/purchasing

www.logitech.com/crayon
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